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Abstract
This paper proposes using HTTP in the context of IoT, as a liaison between an ever-growing
number of devices, standards and requirements. IoT devices are often resource-limited and
do not support complex protocols. This study was made on an IoT device that implements a
minimal subset of HTTP, namely connection to a URL and reading the data received from
the URL. IoT devices do not communicate directly among each other; instead, they talk to a
web application with database access, which stores the data they collect.
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.
gaining momentum. Internet of Things connects living
1. Introduction
and non living things through internet. IOT model
IOT is increasingly being recognized by
views everything as a smart object and enables
researchers and analyst as one of the most sophisticate
communication between them. [6]
technology that has the potential of innovation. It
With recent trends and developments in the area of
consists of sensors, actuators, computing device and
communication and information technologies and the
data communication capabilities [1].
emergence of the Internet of Things, one can find a
Following the vision of an Internet of Things (IoT)
variety of small Internet connected devices [7].
real world objects are integrated into the Internet to
Most IoT devices of today are simple devices such
provide data as sensors and to manipulate the real
as
sensors and actuators that are dependent on
world as actors. While current IoT approaches focus
controllers
in the cloud for analysis of recorded data,
on the integration of things based on service
logical reasoning, and management. This may cause
technologies, scenarios in domains like smart cities,
potential latency issues where the Internet connections
automotive or crisis management require service
of devices could become a bottleneck for performance
platforms involving real world objects, backedand cause the devices to be sensitive to connectivity
systems and mobile devices [2].
problems [8].
Things in IoT will interact with each other and with
Internet of Things (IOT) mainly involves in
human beings through a myriad of communication
integrating
the data generating objects called as
technologies, often wireless, and almost always
sensors
which
show continuous stream of data and are
subject to interference, corruption, eaves dropping and
capable of using Internet as a main communication for
all kinds of cybernetic attacks [3].
data processing which acts as a database as a service
Today the main focus of researchers is to meet the
[9].
growing communication needs of modern-day society.
Internet of things (IoT) is a connecting a physical
Reliable data transmission with improved efficiency is
smart
device and providing a information and also
among one of the most challenging goals of today’s
connecting
a human to human relationships. In today's
era. [4]
world
of
disconnectedness,
people are becoming
Recent advances in IoT technology paves the path
accustomed
to
easy
access
to
information
[10].
to developing smart systems that can automatically
The paper contains a description of the minimal
track goods/objects and people [5].
structure of an IoT for case study, the minimum set of
In today’s Information Technology driven society,
HTTP methods implemented in IoT, the description of
automation systems are making people’s life easier and
the server application, the client application and the
comfortable than ever before. Internet of Things is one
database structure.
such technology that is widely being applied for
In the first part, the IoT device manages a single
automating several routine activities. The smart home
value
acquired from a photovoltaic sensor. A series of
system enabled by IOT is one of the trends that is
© 2018 Published by University Press. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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IoT inputs and outputs are then added. Within the
client application, two complex objects for managing
multiple inputs and outputs are created and used.

sendData(“Access_point_name”, “passwd”)
Once the board is connected to WiFi, it can then
connect to the server:

2. IoT
The IoT (Internet of Things) device is based on an
Arduino UNO board, to which we attached an 8266
Wi-Fi module (Figure 1)

sendData(“http://server_name.dom”)
4. Sending values to the server application
Once a connection to the server is established, the
next step is to invoke the GET method to send the
value measured by the sensor (“val_senz”) to the
server application (“server_apl”):
sendData(“GET/url/server_apl.php
id=cod_senz&a0=val_senz”)
As shown above, the value read by the sensor
("val_senz") is sent via a URL parameter. The server
application ("server_apl") identifies the sensor based
on its ID ("cod_senz") and stores the value in a
database to be queried later by the client.
For several attached sensors, to transfer values
val_a0, val_a1, val_a2, val_a3, val_a4, val_digi, the
GET method will take the form:

Fig. 1: IoT device

For the case study, a minimal structure was made
from an Arduino Uno controller and a Wi-Fi module
and a photovoltaic sensor (Figure 2).

sendData(“GET/url/server_apl.php?id=cod_senz
&a0=val_a0&a1=val_a1&a2=val_a2&a3=val_a3&a
=val_a4 &digi=val_digi ";
Analogical values val_a0, val_a1, val_a2, val_a3,
val_a4, come from five potentiometers simulating 5
analogical inputs, “val_digi” is a value representing
the binary code of the four switches and “val_com” is
a value representing the binary code for 8 digital
commands. (Figure 3).

Fig. 2: Case study board

3. Using HTTP
We upload an application implementing a minimal
HTTP (Hyper Text transfer protocol) API (Application
Programming Interface) onto the Arduino board. The
most notable method is GET.
The electric voltage coming from the photovoltaic
sensor is read from an analog input by the Arduino
controller and sent to the server via the Wi-Fi module
using the HTTP protocol.
The connection to a WAP (Wireless Access Point)
requires the name of the Wi-Fi network
(“Access_point_name”) and a password (“passwd”).

Fig. 3: IoT device multi i/o
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application to access the database (Figure 5).

5. Data base structure.
Data collected from the IoT device is transferred to
the server application using the GET method and
stored in the database. The database contains multiple
tables, including “sensors”; its structure is shown in
Figure 4.
This table contains information like the sensor
ID (id_mas), the sample number (nr_mas), the date
of the same acquisition (dat_mas), the measured value
of the sample (val_mas), and the command code
(val_cda).
The command code sent by the application to the
IoT device is decoded and executed locally. The result
is returned back to the application, to confirm the
successful execution.

Fig. 5: Communication between client application and IoT

The IoT device reads the “val_cda” value from the
database, using the server application; this value will
be decoded and executed. The IoT device sends
feedback to the server via “exec_cda”. By comparing
it against “val_cda”, the client application can figure
out whether execution was successful (Figure 6).
The client application must be executed in a loop,
so that the data displayed is constantly up-to-date.
Also, once a digital command is inputted, it must be
sent without an explicit confirmation from the user.
Fig. 4: Sensors table

6. Client application
The IoT performance is largely ensured by the
client application. The speed running of the client
application significantly influences the reaction time
of the IoT.
The client application must always interact with
IoT both for reading the values acquired by it and for
transferring orders to IoT
We experimented with various setups for the client
applications and found that the most efficient solution
combines AJAX and JavaScript.
For the efficient implementation of the client
application, a number of classes have been developed
and by instantiating them, the necessary interacting
objects with IoT are obtained.
For example, the "digi_com" object is used to read
and transfer data to and from IoT. It has a number of
methods that make it easy to interact with IoT.
The object “digi_com” (Figure 6) stores the binary
values specified by the user. After being converted to
decimal values (“val_cda”), they are stored in the
database. The “digi_com” object calls a server

Fig. 6: The “digi-com” object

Continuous display of aquired values was possible
through the use of Ajax technology that could
continually bring content without reloading the web
page that actually constitutes the client application.
The “digi_com” object contains also functionality
to display the analog value “val_mas”, taking into
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account the range of possible values (“max_value).
See Figure 7.
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Fig. 7: The “digi-com” object for analogue values

There is also functionality to display trends
showing the evolution of a certain value across time.
We compared two methods: one on the client side, and
one on the server side. The former proved to be the
fastest. However, its main disadvantage is that it
required a local database that had to be updated
continuously. The server method made the opposite
trade-off: it did not require running it continuously, but
still ended up being slower.
7. Conclusions
This paper proposes a minimal implementation of
the HTTP protocol in order to facilitate the
communication between an IoT device and a server.
We built a series of applications that connect IoT
devices to a server. It would be ideal to build a single
application that talks to multiple IoT clients
concurrently. However, IoT devices are resourcelimited and do not support complex protocols.
Our solution proposes an intermediary database
that facilitates the communication between IoT
devices and clients. The only way clients can interact
with the IoT device is through this local database,
which allows concurrent access. Additionally, the data
collected by the IoT device is saved in a database,
allowing data trends to be displayed.
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